Everything You Wanted to Know but Refused to Learn.
In the beginning there was nothing. Then there was something. That’s about all we
really know. But relentless imaginations run wild trying to determine what was what.
Well in order to know nothing one has to be nothing and if one is nothing then one knows
nothing and is not capable of knowing anything because one is nothing. So for the sake of
reality one should just give up the quest to know nothing and since you are capable of
reading this proves you are something. LOL!!
In our entire existence there is only one guarantee, one truth, and one thing we can all
share equally in our belief systems. The one and only fact of life is that we all sooner or
later die. In simpler terms, death is the only reality that is immutable, unchangeable,
inevitable, omnipresent, and omnipotent. When one dies you are no longer present and
therefore you, at least the “you” that everyone else can actually accept as the real you,
actually does end up becoming that elusive nothing. That makes for an interesting
hypothesis. Death is nothing, hmmmm… Therefore in the beginning there was death???
Does that also mean that death is everything? Not necessarily. But it does mean that
everything eventually returns to the nothing from which it became something. So we all
eventually realize what nothing is becoming nothing, but unfortunately no one has
returned and told anyone else, so again the quest for our origin is an exercise in futility.
In a previous essay I wrote about consciousness in that it can be self aware in two
forms; one of which is a particle, the individual consciousness, and the other in a wave, a
collective consciousness. As individual living beings we are conscious in a singular form,
but when we join a collective nothing we become conscious as a wave function. On
occasion during various forms of meditation or in some cases medication or trauma an
individual glimpses of being conscious in a wave function and grasps a universal truism
of collective thought or all is one and one is all. So if one can share a collective
consciousness then the infinite nothing is conscious??? So there is a distinct possibility
that the universal nothing (death) may actually be conscious or even consciousness itself.
But then it becomes something and is therefore no longer nothing so consciousness must
be existence and the actual manifestation of death as an entity. That creates quite a
dilemma. What would death, as existence, be thinking and what would it be doing. Well
being infinitely nothing it most likely would be infinitely bored. Therefore anything and
everything within its power would be to create anything, initially consciousness, and keep
trying until it creates everything, which is impossible, since it already is everything, so it
would just keep trying to add more and more to itself. That might just be the reason that
existence exists, the conscious boredom of nothing. On the other hand what would be
most disagreeable to death/existence as a consciousness? The answer to that is due to its
infinite boredom, repetition would be most unpleasant. So creativity is nurtured and
repetition is frowned upon. The pinnacle of existence is self-replicating existence, which
we call life. The force acting on life would then be not only death but its manifestation as
existence/consciousness. As an individual life form/consciousness then being creative
and repeating oneself as little as possible would be ideal to ensure a longer and healthier
existence.
Therefore the first Law of Nature is to create.

